
YES ABRIDGED DICTIONARY

TERM ABBREVIATED MEANING  

abandoned .........left without protection, support, or help 
abstain ...............to voluntarily refrain from something 
abundant ............marked by great plenty; plentiful 
abused ...............mistreated; used or treated wrongly; berated; insulted 
abyss ..................the bottomless pit, the primeval chaos; ·hell 
accompanied ......went along with someone or something 
accompany .........to go with an associate on equal terms 
accomplishments achievements 
accurately ..........without error or mistake 
accusation ..........a charge of fault, offense, or lawbreaking 
acknowledge ......to recognize, admit, or confess 
acknowledges .. . .recognizes, admits, or confesses 
acquaintances ....persons who are known, but are not particularly close 

friends 
acquainted .........known personally 
acquittal .............a setting free from a legal charge; a verdict of not guilty 
adorning .............beautifying; decorating with ornaments 
adornment .........the action or state of being adorned, decorated, and 

beautified 
adultery ..............voluntary sexual intercourse between a married person 

and someone other than his or her spouse 
afterwards ..........at a later time; subsequently 
agonized .............suffered extreme pain or violent anguish; struggled in 

distress 
aground ..............(a ship) stranded on the shore or the bottom of a body of 

water 
alabaster ............a fine-textured white and translucent gypsum stone 
alarmed ..............terrified; disturbed; excited by danger 
alert ....................vigilantly attentive; watchful; keen; mentally quick 
allegory ..............a story with an underlying, symbolic meaning 
altar ....................place where sacrifices are offered or incense is burned 
amethyst ............a purple or violet crystallized quartz often used in jewelry 
angels .................spirit beings used by God to accomplish his will 



anguish ..............extreme pain, distress, or anxiety 
announce ...........to make known publicly 
annulled .............cancelled; reduced to nothing 
annuls ................does away with; reduces to nothing; cancels 
anoint .................to apply oil to, especially in a religious ceremony 
antichrist ............one who denies or opposes Christ, one fallen away from 

Jesus’ Kingdom 
anxieties .............abnormal and overwhelming feelings of apprehension and 

fear 
anxiety ...............a state of uneasiness; worry; apprehension 
apostleship .........the office of one sent out by Jesus to preach the gospel 
apparel ...............clothes; dress; personal clothing 
approached ........drew closer to; came nearer 
approaching .......drawing closer to; coming nearer 
appropriate ........adjective (short "a” in last syllable): especially suitable, 

proper
 ...........................verb (long "a" in last syllable): to set apart for specific use 
arbitrator ............a person chosen to settle differences between disputing 

parties 
archangel ...........a chief angel 
arisen .................has gotten up; has emerged from a sitting or lying position
aroma .................a pleasant smell 
aromatic .............having a distinct and pleasant smell 
aroused ..............awakened from sleep or complacency 
arrest ..................to put into custody; or, to bring to a stop 
arrived ................reached a destination 
arrogance ...........an attitude of superiority; pride
arrogant .............haughty; overbearingly proud
ascended ............rose gradually upward
ascertain ............to find out; to discover through investigation 
assassins ............those who carry out a plot to kill a public official
assembled ..........congregated; gathered together in a group
assert .................to state or declare positively 
assure ................to make certain; to inform confidently; to insure
astonished ..........filled with sudden wonder or amazement
athletic ...............physically active and strong; agile and well-coordinated
auditorium ..........a room or a building that accommodates an audience



authority .............the right and power to command, influence, or control
babble ................to talk foolishly; to utter incoherent, meaningless sounds
Babylon ..............an ancient city devoted to materialism and sensual 

pleasure
banished .............forced to leave a country by official decree; exiled
barbarian ............a person regarded as culturally inferior, savage, and 

uncivilized
barracks .............buildings used for housing soldiers 
barren ................infertile; sterile; incapable of producing offspring
barricades ..........obstructions or barriers set up across a passageway 
basin ..................a round, open pan with sloping sides, used for holding 

water
batch ..................the amount produced for one operation, as in baking bread
bear ....................to carry or support; to endure
bears up .............supports
beckoned ............summoned, usually with a nod or a wave
Beelzebub ..........Satan, the prince of demons 
beforehand .........in advance; ahead of time 
begotten .............sired; procreated; fathered 
behavior .............the way someone or something behaves; deportment; 

demeanor 
beheaded ...........decapitated; separated the head from the body 
benefactors ........those who make gifts or confer benefits 
benefit ................an act of kindness; that which promotes the well-being of 

others 
benefitted ...........received a benefit or an act of kindness 
beryl ...................a hard-mineral rock of various co1ors: green, yellow, pink 
beseech ..............to beg for something urgently and anxiously 
betrayer .............one who delivers someone to an enemy by treachery 
bewildered .........confused; befuddled 
bitterly ................marked by severe pain, suffering, or animosity 
bitterness ...........severe pain, grief, regret, or resentment 
blackmail ............to obtain something by threats, especially of public 

exposure 
blameless ...........without fault or guilt 
blasphemes ........speaks with contempt, abuse, and disrespect 
blindfolded .........covered the eyes with a cloth



blinking ..............closing and opening the eyes rapidly
boarded ..............entered or went aboard a vehicle or a ship
boasters .............those who brag; braggarts
boldness .............fearlessness in the face of danger courage
borne ..................has given birth to; or, has carried a burden 
borrow ................to obtain something from another, intending to return it
bought ................purchased, usually with money
bound .................placed under restraint
brazenly .............marked by boldness; boldly
breastplate .........metal armor worn over the breast 
breed ..................to produce by hatching or gestation; reproduce; engender 
bridegroom's ......belonging to a man just married or about to be married 
brimstone ...........sulfur 
brood ..................offspring; usually a group of young animals such as 

chickens 
bruised ...............injured by a blow, discoloring but not breaking the skin 
buffet ..................to strike with the hand or fist 
burdened ............loaded down; oppressed 
burdensome .......very heavy; hard to bear 
burnt-offerings . . .items, usually animals, burnt on an altar and offered to 

God 
bury ....................to deposit in the earth; to cover up, immerse, or submerge
busybodies .........those who meddle in other people's affairs
bystanders .........those who stand by and look on but do not get involved 
byways ...............side roads that are little-traveled 
calamity .............a state of deep distress or misery caused by misfortune or 

loss 
called-out ...........summoned; separated; set apart 
camel .................a large animal used for draft or saddle in desert regions 
canceled .............set aside; deactivated; rendered invalid caravan a 

company of travelers on a journey through hostile regions 
carcass ...............a dead body 
cargo ..................goods or merchandise conveyed by ship or other vehicle; 

freight 
carnelian ............a hard, translucent quartz rock of reddish color used in 

jewelry 



carob ..................a Mediterranean evergreen tree carousing drunken revelry 
carpenter's belonging to a workman who builds or repairs 
wooden structures 

celebrate ............to observe and commemorate by ceremony or festivity 
census ................a numbering of the population 
centurion ............an officer in the Roman army who commanded 100 

soldiers 
certified ..............affirmed; attested to authoritatively 
chalcedony .........a translucent quartz, commonly pale blue or gray 
challenged ..........called to action; confronted with a problem or demand 
changers ............those who change things such as money 
character ............qualities and attributes that distinguish an individual 
charcoal .............porous carbon that is used for cooking or heating 
charged ..............accused or blamed; required to pay the price for 

something 
chariots ..............two-wheeled horse-drawn battle cars used in the ancient 

world 
chaste ................pure in thought and act 
cheerfully ...........merrily, done in good spirits 
cherubs ..............an order of angelic beings 
Christ ..................Jesus, the anointed messiah, foretold by the prophets 
chrysolite ............olivine, a yellow-greenish mineral 
chrysoprase ........an apple-green chalcedony valued as a gem 
circuit .................a circular line encompassing an area circumcise to cut off 

the foreskin of a male 
circumstances ....conditions, facts, or events accompanying something 
clanging .............a loud metallic ringing sound 
clear-headed ......having a clear understanding, unclouded thinking, 

perspective 
clinging ...............holding tight; adhering; sticking to 
co-workers ..........fellow-laborers 
collapsed ............broke down completely; fell 
collections ..........funds or materials gathered from several people 
colt .....................a young male horse or donkey, untamed and never ridden 
commandment ...something ordered or commanded by one in authority 
commended .......recommended as worthy of, confidence; praised 

commission an authorization or command to act in behalf 
of another 



committing .........performing; bringing about; also, pledging 
commotion .........a disturbance; a condition of unrest and agitation 
companions ........comrades; associates; those who accompany others 
comparison ........placing side by side to establish similarities and 

dissimilarities 
compassion ........sympathy for another's distress and a desire to alleviate it 
compelled ...........constrained; driven or urged with force 
compete .............to vie with another for a prize 
complaint ...........expression of dissatisfaction 
completely .........totally; absolutely 
completer ...........one who finishes a task, bringing it to completion 
compulsion .........irresistible impulse to act in a certain way 
compulsory .........mandatory conceited having an excessively high opinion of

oneself; vain; fanciful 
conception ..........the act of becoming pregnant.; or, forming an idea in the 

mind 
condemnation ....blame; censure; the state of being condemned 
condemned ........declared to be wrong or guilty of an offense; blamed; 

censured 
condition ............a stipulation; a prerequisite; or a state of being 
conferred ............granted; bestowed; or, talked things over 
confessing ..........professing; owning up to something; admitting 
confirmation .......verification; approval 
confirming ..........verifying; approving by formal consent 
confronted ..........opposed; faced up to boldly 
congenial ............having the same nature, disposition, tastes, or ideas 
congregation ......an assembly of people; a gathering 
congregations ....groups of people that have assembled 
conscience .........a person's internal sense of right and wrong 
consecration .......dedication to a sacred purpose 
consequently ......as a result of 
consoling ............easing the grief or sorrow of another; comforting 
conspiracy ..........a plot; a secret plan to do something wrong
conspired ...........plotted; joined in a secret agreement to do wrong 
constricted .........compressed; squeezed; drew or drawn together 
consumed ...........destroyed; done away with 
consummation . . .fulfillment; completion; the end 



contemporary .....happening, existing, or living in the same period of time 
contempt ............scorn; disdain; willful disobedience; opposite of respect 
contemptuously . scornfully; with disdain and contempt 
content ...............(accent on second syllable): satisfied; free from care
 ...........................(accent on first syllable): substance; something contained 
contentious ........quarrelsome; given to arguing and disputing
 continually .........always; without stopping; ongoing 
contradicted .......asserted a contrary view 
contradictory ......opposite; contrary 
contrary ..............opposite; incompatible with something else 
contribution ........a common fund; or, a gift to a cause or a common fund 
contrived ............planned; schemed; plotted 
controversies ......disputes or quarrels; arguments over differences of opinion
controversy ........a dispute, quarrel, or debate 
convert ...............verb (accent last syllable): to change from one thing to 

another 
 ...........................noun (accent first syllable): one who has changed his 

beliefs 
convulsions ........spasms; violent and involuntary contractions of the 

muscles
cooperated .........worked together
corpses ...............dead human bodies
council ................a group elected or appointed as a legislative body
counsel ...............verb: to give advice or guidance by talking things over
 ...........................noun: the advice or guidance received from others
counselor ............advisor; lawyer; a person who gives counsel
courageously ......bravely; boldly
covenant ............a solemn agreement between two parties
covetousness .....craving for the possessions of another; greed
cowardice ...........lack of courage; faint-heartedness
craftiness ...........cunning; skill in deceiving others
crave ..................to strongly desire; to yearn and long for
Creation .............the material universe; all things created by God
Creator ...............God, the one who brought something new and original into

being 
crisis ...................a turning point in life; a time of distress and decision
crosscurrents ......currents running counter to the general forward direction



crucify ................to put a person to death by nailing or binding him to a 
cross

cruelly ................fiercely inflicting pain upon others 
cumin .................a plant of the carob family grown for its aromatic seeds 
cunning ..............clever; sly 
cursing ...............invoking harm or misfortune on someone; or, using 

profanity 
custody ..............the state of being kept or guarded; imprisonment
customary ..........usual; according to custom
dare ....................to ask someone to prove his courage; or, to courageously 

try
dawned ..............began to get light in the morning
debating .............arguing; contending for or against some thing 
debauchery ........extreme indulgence in sensuality
debt ....................that which is owed to another; sin; trespass
deceit .................trick; deception
deceitfulness ......deceptiveness; willingness to lie to and deceive others
deceived .............cheated; misled
deceiver .............one who cheats or misleads
deceivings ..........those things said or done to cheat or mislead others; lies
deceptively .........falsely; fraudulently; misleadingly
declaration .........announcement; an open statement
decorate .............to adorn; to honor or beautify with something ornamental
dedication ..........commitment to God; set apart for a sacred purpose
depraved ............corrupted; perverted
deprive ...............to remove; to take away by force
descendants .......those who descend from a common ancestor; offspring
desecrate ...........to profane; to violate the sanctity of something holy
deserved ............merited or earned
deserving ...........meriting; proving to be worthy of
desirable ............attractive; worth seeking and having
desolation ...........the state of being ruined, laid waste, lonely, and deserted
despise ...............to look down on with contempt or disdain
despisers ............those who despise others
despondent ........feeling or showing profound hopelessness, 

discouragement, gloom
destitute .............suffering extreme want; penniless; or, altogether lacking



destroyer ............one that kills or annihilates
destruction .........ruin; or the act of destroying or being destroyed 
detestable ..........abominable, hateful, arousing intense dislike
deviated .............departed from acceptable behavioral norms or standards
devil ...................demon; fiend; powerful evil spirit that opposes God's will
devour ................to eat up greedily
diabolical ............devilish
diadems .............crowns; regal headbands
dilemma .............an argument with two or more equally conclusive 

alternatives
diligently ............characterized by steady, earnest effort; busily; 

painstakingly
dill ......................an herb used in flavoring food
directions ...........guidelines and instructions for action or conduct
disappeared .......passed from view
disappearing ......passing from view 
disapproved .......condemned; rejected; refused to approve
disciples .............followers or students of (See Introductory Lesson)
disclosure ...........exposure; revelation
discriminate .......to distinguish; to make a distinction; to use good judgment
discriminating ... .making a distinction; distinguishing; using good judgment
diseases .............sicknesses; impairments of the normal functions of the 

body
disfigure .............to spoil the appearance of something or someone; to 

deface
disgraces ............brings humiliation and shame to another
dishonored .........treated in a degrading manner
dislocated ...........out of place
disobedient ........in rebellion, refusing to obey
disorderly ...........unruly; turbulent; marked by disorder
dispersion ...........the state of being broken up, scattered, and widely spread
displayed ............put on display.; spread out before others; showed or was 

shown
disposed .............inclined; having a certain tendency, disposition, or 

inclination
disposition ..........prevailing tendency or mood
disregarded ........paid no attention to; ignored; neglected



disrepute ............disgrace
dissension ..........disagreement; discord
dissensions .........multiple disagreements; discords
distinction ..........differentiation; a difference; personal excellence
distraction ..........that which diverts attention and leads to mental confusion
distressed ...........greatly troubled in body or mind; in anguish; under great 

strain
distribute ............to divide among several or many
disturbances .......interruptions; things which destroy order and tranquility
disturbed ............verb: disrupted the order and tranquility of something
 ...........................adjective: someone with symptoms of emotional illness
divided ...............separated into parts or pieces
divine .................of, relating to, or proceeding from God
divorce ...............the dissolution of a marriage
doctrine ..............teaching; instruction
domain ...............a sphere of ownership, influence, activity, and dominion
dominion ............sovereignty; supreme authority
donkey ...............a small beast of burden
double-tongued . .a person who speaks both truths and lies
dough .................a thick, pliable mixture of flour, liquid, and other 

ingredients
downcast ............dejected; sad
downtrodden ......trampled down; oppressed
dragnet ...............a net drawn along the bottom of a body of water
drink-offering ......wine or some other liquid offered in a religious ritual
dropsy ................edema; an abnormal accumulation of fluid in bodily tissues
drunkard .............one who is habitually intoxicated by alcohol
dues ...................fees; charges; a charge or fee for membership
dull .....................slow to lean or act; sluggish; not sharp
dung ...................manure; excrement
dungheap ...........manure pile
dwelling-place ....shelter; house; the place where a person lives
earnestness ........zeal; strength of purpose; seriousness
earthquakes .......trembling movements of the earth's surface 
easier .................simpler; less difficult
Egypt ..................country in the northeast coastal section of Africa



elaborate ............verb (long "a" in last syllable): to develop; to give details
 ...........................adjective (short "a" in last syllable): complex; detailed
embark ...............to go on board a boat or airplane; to commence a journey
emboldened .......instilled with boldness or courage
emphatically .......expressed in forceful speech or action; strongly expressed
encircle ...............to form a circle around something; to surround
encircles .............girds; encompasses
enclosed .............closed in; surrounded
endowment ........money or property given to furnish an income
endures ..............lasts
enemies .............those who are hostile; adversaries
enlarge ...............to make larger; extend
enlightened ........freed from ignorance and misinformation; informed
enlightens ..........illuminates; informs; instructs
enslaved .............deprived of freedom; subjected to another; reduced to 

servitude
ensnare ..............to catch; to trap
entangled ...........wrapped or twisted together so that disengagement is 

difficult
entangles ...........wraps or twists together
enthusiastic ........excited; passionate; inspired
entrails ...............internal parts; intestines; guts
entrap .................to catch in a trap
envious ...............begrudging another person's possessions or 

accomplishments
Epicurean ...........a follower of Epicurus, a Greek philosopher devoted to 

pleasure
epileptic .............a person with epilepsy, a disorder marked by convulsions
established .........instituted or built on a firm foundation
esteemed ...........highly valued; highly regarded as worthy
estranged ...........separated; kept apart
eternal ................everlasting; never ending
eunuchs ..............castrated men; men or boys deprived of their testes
evangelist ...........a person who proclaims the good news about Jesus Christ
everlasting .........lasting forever; never ending; eternal
everything ..........all that exists; all things
evil .....................morally bad or wrong; sinful; wicked; injurious; harmful



exact ..................strictly accurate; precise; or, verb: to force the payment of
excellency ..........the quality of excellence; superiority
excellent ............superior; unusually high in quality; meritorious
exchange ...........to give or take one thing in return for another
exclaimed ...........spoke or cried out with sudden emotion
exclude ...............to shut out; to prevent from entering a place or group; to 

expel
exempt ...............set free from a duty or obligation
exercises ............exerts; makes use of rights and powers; or, drills
exhortation .........language used to urge, warn, or encourage 
exile ...................to banish; to force a person to leave his home or country 
existed ...............had real being 
expectantly ........looking forward with anticipation to something expected 
expectation ........the act or state of anticipating something hoped for or 

awaited 
expel ..................to force out; to eject forcefully; to drive out 
expelled .............forced out; ejected forcefully; driven out. 
explicitly .............fully revealed; clearly expressed; distinctly stated 
extensive ............great in amount, extend, or range 
extinguish ..........to cause to cease burning; to quench; to put out a fire 
extort .................to obtain something (usually money) by force or 

intimidation 
extortioners ........those who obtain from others by force or intimidation 
extraordinary .....beyond that which is regular or ordinary; unusual 
exultation ...........jubilation; great rejoicing 
eye .....................an organ of sight 
eye-service .........serving only to be seen and praised by others 
eyewitnesses ......those who have actually seen something and can testify to

it 
fabulously ...........wonderfully; marvelously; amazingly 
factious ..............fond of stirring up disputes and causing division 
faith ....................(see Introductory Lesson) 
faithfulness .........steadfast loyalty; constant trust; obedience arising from 

faith 
falsehood ............a lie; an untrue statement 
falsifying .............misrepresenting the facts; making false statements; lying 
famines ..............times of extreme food shortage 



fasted .................abstained from food 
fault ....................flaw; defect; an imperfection; a mistake 
faultless ..............having no fault; irreproachable; without flaw or defect 
fellow-citizens ... .people from the same town, area, or nation 
fellow-craftsmen those who share the same craft or handiwork 
fellow-heirs .........those who share an inheritance 
fellowship ...........companionship; comradeship; a union of friends; 

togetherness 
female ................a person of the female sex; a woman or girl 
fervently .............earnestly; ardently; showing great intensity of feeling 
fetter ..................a chain or shackle attached to the ankles; restraints 
feuds ..................protracted quarrels 
fever ...................abnormally high body temperature; intense activity and 

enthusiasm 
fiancée ...............a girl or woman engaged to be married 
fierceness ...........unrestrained violence and brutality 
figurehead ..........a carved figure on the prow of a ship; a leader in name 

only 
finished ..............brought to an end; terminated 
firstborn ..............eldest; first child born in a family 
firstfruits .............earliest fruits gathered and offered to God with 

thanksgiving 
fishers ................those who attempt to catch fish 
fittingly ...............appropriately; suitably; properly 
flaw ....................defect; fault; an imperfection; a small crack or fissure 
flight ...................motion through air or space, usually by means of wings 
flog .....................to beat with a rod or whip 
footstool .............a low stool for supporting the feet 
forbad .................ordered not to do something; prohibited 
forbearance ........refraining from the enforcement of something; patient 

endurance 
forcefully ............effectively; powerfully; vigorously; with force 
forefather ...........ancestor; progenitor; the founder of a clan, tribe, or nation 
foreigner .............stranger; person belonging to another country
foresaw ..............saw beforehand; envisioned
foresight .............ability to look ahead and see what is likely to happen
forgiven ..............pardoned; released from an obligation or penalty; absolved



forgiveness .........pardon; remission of an obligation or penalty
form ....................shape or structure of something
fornication ..........sexual intercourse except between husband and wife; 

unchastity
forsake ...............to abandon; to give up; to renounce; to leave altogether
forsaken .............abandoned; left; renounced
forsaking ............abandoning; giving up; leaving altogether
foundation ..........a base upon which something stands; an underlying 

support
founded ..............transitive verb: built on a foundation
 ...........................intransitive verb: was built on a foundation
fragments ...........parts broken off or detached
fragrant ..............marked by fragrance; sweet smelling
frankincense .......a fragrant gum res in chiefly from Arabian or East African 

trees
freedman ............a man release d from slavery
frightened ...........afraid; scared
frightening ..........something producing fear
fringe ..................border (usually around a garment)
fulfill ...................to satisfy; to complete
full-grown ...........mature; fully grown
fullness ...............being full; having the full amount
furious ................exhibiting wild anger; raging
furnace ...............an enclosed structure in which a fire is built for heat
futile ...................incapable of producing any result; ineffective; useless; vain
futility .................quality of being futile, useless, or ineffective
gained ................acquired; secured; obtained; got
gangrene ............the death of soft tissues from the loss of a blood supply
gardener ............one who cultivates the soil to grow fruits, vegetables, 

flowers
garment .............an article of clothing
garrison ..............a military post
genealogies ........lists or tables of ancestors
generosity ..........readiness or liberality in giving
 Gentiles .............all persons who are non-Jewish
 genuineness ......authenticity; freedom from hypocrisy or pretense
ghost ..................soul; seat of life and intelligence; spirit



glorify .................to bestow honor upon; to praise; to express admiration.
glorious ..............illustrious; magnificent; splendid; full or glory
glory ...................praise; honor; magnificent splendor
glutton ................one who habitually eats too much; one enslaved to food 

and drink
gnashing ............grinding together
gnat ....................a small, biting, two-winged fly
God .....................(See Introductory Lesson.)
God-breathed .....inspired by God
godliness ............being like God; piety
good ...................something conforming to moral order; praiseworthy in 

character
goodwill ..............a kind, benevolent, friendly disposition or attitude
gospel .................the good news concerning Christ, the kingdom of God, and 

salvation
gouge .................to cut or scoop out with the thumb or a sharp instrument
graciousness ......compassion; mercy; courtesy; kindliness
gradually ............proceeding slowly by steps and degrees
grandmother ......the mother of one's father or mother
grandeur ............magnificence; the quality of being grand or wonderful
greedy ................having a strong desire for more than one's share; covetous
greeting ..............a salutation; opening remarks
grieved ...............beset by grief, sadness, or sorrow
grinding ..............crushing, pulverizing, polishing, or sharpening by friction
groanings ...........deep moans of pain, grief, or annoyance
grumbling ...........muttering in discontent; complaining
guarantee ...........a formal assurance that something is as represented or 

promised
guardians ...........those assigned to protect or oversee others
guiltless ..............innocent; without guilt
Hades .................the abode of the dead; Sheol, grave 
hail .....................salute; greet; or, an exclamation of greeting or 

acclamation
hair-braiding .......twisting strands of hair together, sometimes with gems or 

ribbon
half-shekel ..........half of a silver Hebrew coin weighing one fourth of an 

ounce



Hallelujah ...........an exclamation of praise, joy, and thanks to God
handiwork ..........work performed with the hands
hang ...................to suspend; to fasten to something without support from 

below
harnessed ...........equipped with a harness (as straps connecting a horse to a

plow)
haughty ..............arrogant; blatantly and disdainfully proud
headfirst .............with the head foremost
headquarters ......the administrative center of an enterprise; center of 

command
headstrong .........stubborn; not easily restrained or influenced
healings ..............cures; cases in which the sick were made well again
healthy ...............well; sound; hale; robust; whole; in good health
heartily ...............vigorously; with sincerity and enthusiasm
heathen ..............uncivilized; unenlightened
Heaven ...............the spiritual abode of God and the angels
heavier ...............having greater weight than something else
hedgerows ..........rows of shrubs or trees enclosing or separating fields
height .................highest point; summit; the measurement from bottom to 

top
heir .....................one who inherits property
Hell .....................the abode of Satan and evil spirits for eternity, after 

Judgement
helper .................a worker who assists another worker
hemorrhage .......a copious discharge of blood; uncontrolled bleeding
hereafter ............existence beyond the earthly life
hesitation ...........a pause or delay due to uncertainty of mind; indecision
high-flown ..........extravagant; aspiring; excessively high
hindered .............held back; stopped; prevented from making progress
hinders ...............slows the progress of; holds back; impedes; prevents 

progress
historian .............one who studies and writes about history
hoard ..................verb: to hide away and store up for the future
 ...........................noun: a hidden supply; things stored up and guarded
holiness ..............purity; being separated from evil
holy ....................separated from evil; removed from sin and corruption
Holy Spirit ...........the third member of the Godhead, eternal One



homeland ...........native land; fatherland; land of one's birth
homeless ............without a place to reside
hometown ..........town where a person was born and reared
homosexuals ......those who exhibit sexual desire for members of their own 

sex
honor ..................respect; public esteem; good reputation; recognition
honorable ...........deserving of honor, respect, and esteem
honorarium .........payment for professional services on which no price is set 
Hosanna .............a shout of praise, acclamation, and adoration 
hospitable ..........ready to give cordial treatment, food, and shelter to guests
hostilities ............acts of warfare 
humble ...............lowly; meek; courteously respectful toward others; not 

haughty
humble-minded . .exhibiting a genuine lack of pride and arrogance 
humiliate ............to shame and disgrace someone; to destroy one's self-

esteem 
humiliation .........a loss of dignity and self-respect; abasement 
humility ..............a modest sense of one's own rank or importance 
hurtfully ..............inflicting hurt or injury upon others; injuriously 
hymn ..................a song honoring and praising God 
hypocrites ..........those who pretend to have virtues they don't have 
hyssop ................a plant used by the ancient Hebrews in purification rites 
idle .....................inactive; not occupied or employed 
idolater ...............a worshipper of idols 
ill-treated ............treated cruelly or improperly 
ill-will ..................malice; unfriendly feeling 
image .................a reproduction of the form of a person or thing 
imitators .............those who follow an example, model, or pattern 
immeasurable ....beyond measure; incapable of being measured 
immediately .......straightway; without an interval of time 
immersed ...........dipped; plunged under; submerged 
immerser ............someone who immerses others in water 
immersing ..........dipping, plunging, or submerging someone 
immersion………………..complete submersion of a person in water, not 

sprinkling or pouring 
immorality ..........unchastity; impurity; behavior inconsistent with good 

morals 



immortality .........unending existence with God 
impartial .............without bias; without partiality 
impartiality .........equity; fairness; justice; lack of prejudice 
impediment ........an organic obstruction to speech 
impels ................urges onward, often through the force of strong moral 

pressure 
imperishability ....the quality of being indestructible and not subject to decay
imperishable ......not subject to decay, lasting forever 
implanted ...........set deeply and permanently in the consciousness; instilled 
impoverished .....made poor; depleted; reduced to poverty 
imprisonment .....confinement in prison 
improper ............not in accord with modesty and propriety; incorrect; 

indecent 
impurely .............lewdly; characterized by unchastity or obscenity 
inanimate ...........not endowed with life, spirit, consciousness, or mobility 
incense ...............material which produces a fragrant odor when burned 
inches .................a unit of length equal to l/12 of a foot and l/36 of a yard 
incited ................stirred up; spurred on; moved to action 
incites .................instigates; foments; moves to action 
inclination ...........natural disposition or tendency toward something; 

propensity 
incompletely .......imperfectly, without having been completed or finished 
inconsistent ........containing incompatible elements; illogical in thought or 

action 
indeed ................in reality; without question; truly; undeniably 
indestructible .....imperishable; incapable of being destroyed 
indistinct ............not sharply outlined; not clearly recognizable or 

understandable 
indistinctly ..........uncertainly; faintly; dimly; unclearly 
individually .........in an individual and personally unique manner; one by one 
inescapable ........incapable of being avoided, denied, or ignored 
inexpressible ......not capable of being expressed; indescribable 
inferior ................lower in importance, merit, quality, rank, or value 
infinitely .............endlessly; without limitation
infirmities ...........physical or moral weaknesses; frailties 
infirmity ..............weakness; frailty; sickness 
inflamed .............set on fire; kindled 



inflated ...............blown up with air; distended; puffed up; bloated 
inherit .................to come into possession of an inheritance 
injustice ..............unfairness; inequity; violation of human rights 
innocent .............free from guilt; blameless 
inquire ................to ask about; to investigate; to look into 
inquirer ...............one who inquires or asks about something 
insane .................mentally deranged; mad; incapable of managing one's own

affairs 
inscribed .............written; engraved; printed as a lasting record 
inscription ..........something that has been written or inscribed 
insensitive ..........not sensitive; unfeeling; apathetic; deficient in sensibility 
instantly .............immediately; without delay 
instructed ...........taught; informed
insult .................. verb: to treat with contempt and indignity; to offend 
 ...........................noun: a gross indignity; an affront; rudeness 
insults .................noun: slanderous remarks and accusations; 
 ...........................verb: slanders; offends 
insurrection ........open revolt against civil authority or a constituted 

government 
intentions ...........resolutions; purposes; objectives; things that one plans to 

do 
intercedes ..........intervenes between parties to reconcile differences; 

mediates 
intercessions ......entreaties or petitions in behalf of another 
intercourse .........dealings or communication between people; or, sexual 

relations 
interior ...............inner; situated inside 
interpretation .....an explanation; elucidation; explication 
intreat ................old form of "entreat"; to plead; to ask earnestly and 

urgently 
investment .........the investing of something in order to secure profitable 

returns 
irreconcilable ......incapable of being brought into harmony 
irreligious ...........lacking in religious emotions, beliefs, or practices 
irreverence .........lack of reverence, awe, respect, or worship 
irritable ...............easily irritated, annoyed, exasperated, or angered 
Israel ..................the name given to Jacob and his descendants 



jacinth ................an orange colored gem
jasper .................an opaque quartz stone of ·various colors--green, black, 

white 
Jesus ...................(see Introductory Lesson) 
joined .................brought together to form a unit 
judgment ............a formal decision by a court; a divine sentence; 

discernment 
jurisdiction ..........the power, right, or authority to govern or legislate 
just .....................morally right or good; righteous 
justification .........vindication; the state of being justified by God 
justified ..............shown to be just and right; declared blameless; acquitted 
justifies ...............declares guiltless; absolves; vindicates; exonerates
keystone .............the important wedge-shaped stone at the top of an arch 
kin ......................one's relatives; clan; a group of people of common 

ancestry 
kindled ...............started a fire; stirred up; aroused 
lack .....................to be short of something or to have need; to be deficient 
landowner ..........one who owns land 
laundryman ........a male laundry worker; one who cleans, washes, and irons 

clothes 
law ......................a rule of conduct prescribed and enforced by an authority
lawbreaker .........one who violates the law
lawful ..................the state of being in harmony with the law 
lawlessness ........the stat e of acting contrary to or without regard to the law
lawsuit ................a prosecution of a claim in a court of law 
lazy .....................having an aversion to work, activity, or exertion; indolent 
leaven ................a substance such as yeast used to induce fermentation in 

dough
lender .................one who loans something out expecting it to be returned
lenient ................a tolerant disposition; indulgent; gentle; liberal 
leper ...................a person afflicted with leprosy
lest .....................for fear that 
lewd ....................sexually unchaste or licentious; obscene; salacious; 

lascivious
liable ..................obligated according to law; responsible; apt
liars ....................those who tell lies
liberated .............released from bondage; set free



life-giving ...........capable of giving life; invigorating
ligament .............a tough band of tissue connecting and supporting parts of 

the body
light ....................electromagnetic radiation perceived by the eye; or, 

illumination
light-bringing ......something that brings light and illumination
lightning .............a flash of light in a cloud caused by an electrical discharge 
likeness ..............the quality of being like something or someone; 

resemblance
likewise ..............in like manner; similarly; also
lilies ....................bulbous trumpet-shaped flowers
lineage ...............the line of descent from a certain ancestor
loaves .................shaped or molded masses of bread
loftiest ................highest; noblest; most highly elevated in character or spirit
loins ....................hips and abdomen area, the seat of reproductive power 
longsuffering ......long and patient endurance of injury, trouble, or 

provocation
lordship ..............the authority or power of a ruler; dominion; sovereignty
love ....................unconditional good will and affection; devotion
lowly ...................humble; modest; meek 
magistrates ........officials who administer the law 
magnifies ...........extols; lauds; holds in high esteem 
maiden ...............an unmarried girl or woman 
maimed ..............crippled; debilitated by wound or injury; mutilated; 

disfigured 
malady ...............disease or disorder 
male ...................a person of the male sex; a man or a boy 
malice ................ill-will; deep-seated dislike; a desire to see someone suffer 
manager .............one who manages, handles, or controls something for 

someone else 
manifold .............marked by diversity and variety 
manna ................food miraculously supplied to the Israelites. in the 

wilderness 
manslayers .........those who slay or kill men 
marrow ...............the soft substance (fat and blood cells) that fills bone 

cavities 
martyr ................one who sacrifices his life for a cause
mature ...............fully grown, developed, aged, or ripened 



meaningless .......without meaning, significance, or value 
measure .............an adequate or due portion; a measured quantity 
mediator .............one who goes between two parties to affect a 

reconciliation 
Melchizedek .......the priest-king of Jerusalem who received tithes from 

Abraham 
memorials ..........monuments or ceremonies which commemorate 

something 
merchant ............one who buys and sells commodities for profit 
merciful ..............compassionate; full of mercy 
merciless ............without mercy; pitiless 
message .............a communication in writing, speech, or signal
messiah ..............the anointed one; the expected king and deliverer of the 

Jews
midday ...............the middle of the day
middle ................central; equally distant from the extremes
midst ..................the interior or central point; middle; surrounded by others
mill .....................a device used for grinding or crushing grain
millstone ............either of two circular stones used for grinding grain
mint ....................an aromatic plant used for flavoring food 
miracles ..............extraordinary events manifesting divine intervention in 

history
misled ................led in the wrong direction by deliberate deceit 
mismatched .......matched wrongly; unsuitably matched
mistiness ............cloudiness; fogginess; state of being obscured by mist
mixture ...............a combination of several kinds of substances or ideas
mock ..................to ridicule; to treat with contempt; to mimic, jeer, or scoff
modesty .............freedom from conceit or vanity; propriety in dress and 

conduct
molded ...............shaped in a mold; fitted to the form of a model
molest ................to make indecent advances to; to bother, harass, or 

torment
momentary .........continuing only a moment; having a brief life; transitory
money ................a medium of exchange; a measure of value; a means of 

payment 
moneychangers ..those who exchange one kind of money for another
mother-in-law .....the mother of one's spouse
moths .................insects similar to butterflies with larvae that feed on wool



mourn .................to feel and express grief or sorrow
movement ..........change of place or position
multitudes ..........great numbers; crowds; hosts; masses of people 
murder ...............to kill a human being with malice or forethought 
mustard ..............a large, bush-like herb that produces pods and yellow 

flowers 
mute ...................unable to speak
mutilation ...........the cutting off of a limb or essential part of the human 

body
mutual ................given and received
myriads ..............tens of thousands; innumerable multitudes 
myrrh .................a gum resin from a spiny shrub, used for incense and 

perfume 
mysteries ...........truths revealed but not fully understood 
mystery ..............a religious truth that one can know only by revelation 
myths .................legends; traditional stories that, serve to explain a world 

view
nard ....................a Himalayan plant, the source of an ointment used by 

ancients
narrative .............a story of events and experiences, whether true or 

fictitious
natural ................in accordance with nature's inherent sense of right and 

wrong
Nazareth .............a town in Northern Israel; the childhood home of Jesus 

Christ
necessities .........requirements; things that are indispensable
needy .................being in want; poverty-stricken; extremely poor; destitute
neighbor .............a person nearby; one who is kind and helpful
neighborhood .....a place or region nearby; vicinity; proximity
nests ..................structures built by birds for their eggs and their young
nevertheless .......in spite of; however; none the less
notorious ............widely but unfavorably known 
novice .................a beginner; a person who is new to a situation
nowhere .............at no place; not anywhere
nullified ..............deprived of value or effectiveness; rendered legally void
nullify .................to render or declare legally void or inoperative; to 

invalidate
nullifying ............invalidating; annulling; voiding; cancelling



nursing ...............taking care of the sick or infirm
oath ....................a solemn appeal to God as witness to the truth being 

stated
obey ...................to comply with or follow the commands of another humbly 

and accurately 
obligated ............legally or morally bound; obliged; liable
obligation ...........a binding promise, contract, or sense of duty
obligations ..........duties; debts; things that one, as a responsible person, 

must de
obnoxious ...........offensive; repugnant; objectionable; odious
obscene ..............offensive to modesty or decency; lewd; disgusting to the 

senses
obstinate ............stubborn; firmly adhering to one's purpose or opinion
occur ..................to take place; to happen
occurrence .........event; incident; happening
offended .............annoyed; displeased; or, violated a rule or law; 

transgressed
offspring .............child; children; descendant; descendants 
oftentimes ..........often 
opponent ............one who opposes; an adversary; one who is on an 

opposing side
opportune ...........appropriate; favorable; suitable; timely
opportunity .........a favorable combination of circumstances
oracles ................divine communications or revelations
ordained .............decreed; enacted; established by authority; ordered
orderliness .........arrangement according to established order or rule
orderly ................arranged in some order or pattern; methodical; systematic
ordinances ..........authoritative rules, decrees, laws, or commands 
orgies .................wild parties involving unrestrained indulgence in drink and 

sex
originator ............one who initiates something or who gives rise to 

something new
ornamented ........decorated; adorned; highly embellished
overcharged .......charged too high a price for something
overextended .....stretched too thin with reference to time, money, or 

energy
overflow .............to run over; to flood; to inundate; an excess or surplus



overpower ..........to overwhelm; to vanquish; to master or subdue by 
superior force

overpowered ......subjugated; conquered; defeated; subdued; beaten
overseership .......the office or state of overseeing, supervising, or managing
overshadowed ....made insignificant by comparison; covered with clouds and

darkness
overshadowing ...casting a shadow over; making insignificant by comparison
overturned .........destroyed the power of; defeated; or, turned over on its 

side
pagan .................an irreligious person who delights in sensual pleasure
pageantry ...........spectacular, colorful, rich, splendid display; pomp; show
parables .............simple stories illustrating moral or religious lessons
paradise .............heaven; the abode of righteous souls after death
paralyzed ...........unable to move or to feel sensation due to injury of the 

nerves
parchments ........sheep or goat skins prepared for use as writing materials
partake ...............to take part in or to share in a common experience with 

others
partakers ............those who take part in something with others
partiality .............bias; favoritism; prejudice; special fondness
partially ..............not totally; not completely
passerby .............a person passing by
Passover .............a Jewish festival commemorating the exodus of Israel from 

Egypt
patience .............the quality of calm endurance
patriarch .............the paternal leader of a family or tribe
paupers ..............people who are very poor, usually dependent upon others 
pearls .................round, lustrous deposits formed in some oysters, valued as

gems
pecks ..................verb: strikes with the beak
 ...........................noun: a U.S. unit of volume, 8 quarts, used for dry measure
peer ....................verb: to look intently
 ...........................noun: one who has equal standing with another
perish .................to die, especially in a violent manner
perishable ..........easily destroyed or spoiled 
permission ..........formal consent; authorization
permit ................to allow; to authorize; to consent to



perplexed ...........confused; puzzled; bewildered
perplexity ...........the state of being perplexed, confused, or uncertain
persecute ...........to oppress, harass, or injure as punishment for religious 

faith
persisted ............held firmly and steadfastly to some purpose despite 

obstacles
persuade ............to cause someone to do or believe something by argument

and urging
persuading .........inducing others to believe something or do something; 

convincing
pertaining ...........relating to; having reference to; belonging to 
perversion ..........the state of being perverted, turned away from the right 

course
pestilences .........deadly epidemic diseases
Pharisees ............members of an ancient Jewish sect that strictly adhered to 

law
philosophers .......scholars who inquire into the source and nature of 

knowledge
phylacteries ........leather cubes containing scriptures worn by Jews during 

prayers
physician ............a medical doctor
physicians ..........medical doctors 
pigs ....................young swine of either sex weighing less than 120 pounds
pit .......................a relatively deep hole in the ground 
pitching ..............throwing in a specific direction; or, putting up in a position
pitiable ...............arousing pity; deserving pity; lamentable; miserable
pleasant .............pleasing in manner or appearance; agreeable; enjoyable
plenteous ...........plentiful; abundant; copious; bountiful; more than enough
plotting ...............secretly planning; scheming
plough (Brit.) ......noun: a farm implement used for breaking up soil; a plow
 ...........................verb: to break and turn up the earth with a plow
plucking ..............pulling off or out from the place of growth
plunder ...............to rob of goods or valuables by open force; pillage
pods ...................seed vessels, such as peas or beans, that split open 
possessions ........things which are owned or possessed
posterity .............all of a person's descendants; future generations
postponed ..........delayed until a future time; put off



Potter's ...............a field in Jerusalem where potters found clay for making 
pottery

powerful .............having great power, force, or influence
praised ...............expressed warm approval; offered grateful homage in word

or song
pray ....................to offer devout petition, praise, or thanks to God
preach ................to proclaim or make known the Good News of Jesus 

accurately
precepts .............rules or principles which impose a standard of conduct 
precious .............of great value; costly; beloved
precisely .............definitely; exactly; correctly; clearly expressed
predetermined . . .determined or decided in advance
prediction ...........a prophecy; a prognostication; a forecast of the future
preeminent .........superior to all others
pregnant ............carrying a developing child within the body
preliminary .........prior to the main action or business; introductory; 

preparatory
prematurely .......occurring, born, or done too early, before the proper time
preparation ........the act of preparing for something; readiness
presence ............the state or fact of being present or in immediate 

proximity
presentable ........fit to be seen, inspected, introduced, or offered 
preserved ...........kept safe from injury, harm, or destruction
presumptuous ....excessively forward; inclined to take others for granted
pretenses ...........false promises, implications, or actions intended to deceive
prevailed ............triumphed victoriously; proved superior in strength and 

influence 
previous .............existing or occurring prior to something else
priest ..................one who performs religious duties as God directs, all New 

Covenant saints
priesthood ..........the office of a priest
principalities .......territories ruled over by princes, whether earthly or 

heavenly
private ................of or confined to one person; personal
proclaimed .........declared or announced publicly
proclaimer ..........one who makes a public proclamation or announcement
proconsul ...........governor or military commander of an ancient Roman 

province



producing ...........bringing forth; yielding; manufacturing; exhibiting
profane ...............adjective: characterized by irreverence for God and sacred 

things
 ...........................verb: to misuse or defile anything held in reverence and 

respect
profitable ............yielding profit; beneficial; useful
prohibited ...........forbidden by authority; prevented 
prominent ...........standing out to be easily seen; noticeable; conspicuous
prompted ...........moved or induced to action
prone ..................tending; having a natural inclination or tendency
pronouncement ..a formal declaration or statement
prophesied .........revealed by divine inspiration; predicted;taught
prophesies ..........makes inspired declarations of divine will and what is to 

come
prophesying .......declaring by inspiration the Will, purposes, and plans of 

God; teaching
prophetess .........an inspired female prophet or teacher
prophets .............the prophetic writings of the Hebrew scriptures; males who

prophesy and teach correctly
proportion ..........noun: comparative relation between things as to size and 

number
 ...........................verb: to adjust to attain proper relations between parts
propose ..............to suggest; to put forward for consideration
prosperity ...........financial success and well-being
prosperous .........wealthy or flourishing; well-to-do; well-off; rich
prostitute ............noun: a whore; one who engages in sexual intercourse for 

money
 ...........................verb: to sell out to an unworthy cause
prostitutes ..........women or men who offer themselves for sexual hire 
proverb ...............a short, popular saying expressing a well-known truth; a 

maxim 
provoking ...........inciting anger or resentment; inciting to action; arousing
psalms ................sacred songs or poems used in worship
publicly ...............openly; in a public or open manner 
punishment ........a penalty imposed for wrongdoing, usually involving pain 

or loss
purification .........the state of being made pure and clean



purified ...............made pure and clean, free from anything that pollutes and 
defiles

quarrels ..............angry disputes and arguments
quarrelsome .......inclined to quarrel
rabbi ...................a Jewish scholar qualified to rule on questions of Jewish law
radiance .............a radiant brightness, usually with radiating rays of light
radiant ................emitting light and/or heat; bright; glowing
ravenous ............extremely hungry; predatory
realms ................kingdoms; spheres; domains 
reaping ...............harvesting with a sickle; receiving reward or punishment
rebuked ..............criticized sharply; reproved; reprimanded
rebuking .............sharply reproving
reckon ................to count or compute; to regard as
recognized ..........perceived; identified; acknowledged 
recompense .......to award. compensation; payment in return for services
reconciled ...........re-established friendship between; brought back together
reconciliation ......the act of reconciling; the state of being reconciled to 

another
recrucifying ........crucifying again
redeem ...............to recover ownership of something by paying a specified 

sum
redemption .........the act of buying back; the condition of being re-purchased
reed ....................a tall hollow-stemmed swamp or marsh grass
reform……………………..make a complete change of mind and life to new 

Way

refresh ................to revive as with rest, food, or drink; to make cool and 
clean

refreshment .......something that refreshes; the act of refreshing
regardless ..........in spite of everything; anyway
regeneration .......the state of being born anew, spiritually and morally 

revitalized
regiment .............noun: a military unit of ground troops
 ...........................verb: to force uniformity and discipline; to systematize 
region .................a district; an area
regretful .............full of regret; sorrowful because of what has been done or 

lost
reigned ...............ruled with sovereign power 



rejected ..............transitive verb: refused to accept, recognize, or use
 ...........................intransitive verb: repudiated; refused; discarded
released .............liberated; set free from bondage 
remaining ...........leftover; surviving; unused; unconsumed;
remnant .............something left over; a remainder; a surviving fragment or 

scrap 
render ................to give or make available; to cause to become;
rendering ............giving; making available; causing to become 
renewing ............making something like new; restoring; taking up again; 

renewing 
renowned ...........famous; widely honored and acclaimed 
repairing .............restoring to sound condition after damage; or, returning
repay ..................to pay back; to refund
reprimand ..........verb: to rebuke or censure severely
 ...........................noun: a severe or formal rebuke; reproof 
reproach .............verb: to blame someone for something; to rebuke
 ...........................noun: rebuke; blame; disgrace; shame
reproof ...............an act of censuring or rebuking; or, an expression of 

rebuke
reputable ............honorable; having a good reputation; respectable
reputation ..........the estimation in which a person is held within a 

community
requested ...........asked for something; asked someone to do something; 

petitioned
rescue ................to save from danger; to deliver from confinement or evil
residence ............the place in which a person lives; a dwelling
restoration ..........the act of restoring; the state of being renewed
restored ..............brought back into a previous, normal condition; renewed
restrains .............controls; checks; limits; restricts
restricted ............held down; kept within limits; limited
resurrection ........the act of rising again from the dead
retaliated ............repaid in kind; returned evil for evil 
revealing ............making known; divulging; disclosing; exposing; bringing to 

view
revelation ...........something revealed; a manifestation of divine Will or Truth
revelries .............boisterous festivities with loud merrymaking



revelry ................boisterous merrymaking, often accompanied by music and 
dancing

revere .................to regard with awe, respect, or devotion
reverence ...........a feeling of profound awe and respect
reverent .............feeling profound awe and respect
ridicule ...............words intended to cause contemptuous laughter at 

another
ridiculed .............mocked; derided; taunted; made fun of 
rightdoing ...........doing right 
righteous ............meeting the standards of what is right and just 
righteousness .....the quality or state of being upright, moral, and fair 
roughly ...............violently; harshly; rudely; crudely; or, approximately 
Sabbath ..............the 7th day of the week, set aside by Jews f or rest and 

worship 
sackcloth ............a rough cloth worn as a sign of mourning or penitence 

sacred dedicated or set apart for the service and worship 
of God 

sacrifice ..............the offering of something to a deity 
sad-faced ...........having a face characterized by sorrow 
saliva ..................spit; the watery, tasteless liquid secreted by salivary 

glands 
salutation ...........an expression of greeting, good will, and courtesy 
salvation .............deliverance from the power and penalty of sin; redemption
sanctuary ...........a consecrated house of worship; a place of refuge 
sand-banks .........hills or mounds of sand 
sapphire .............a form of corundum, usually blue, used as a gemstone 
sardius ................a precious stone, perhaps a ruby, in the breastplate of the 

Jewish high priest 
sardonyx ............a chalcedony used for cameos, usually white in color 
Satan ..................the devil; the chief evil spirit; the great adversary of man 
savage ................uncivilized; not domesticated or cultivated; fierce; 

ferocious
save………………………….remove from danger, eternal destiny reversed  
savior .................one who saves from danger or destruction 
sawn ...................cut with a saw 
scattered ............dispersed; distributed loosely by sprinkling or strewing 
scattering ...........distributing here and there at irregular intervals 
scepter ...............a staff held by a sovereign ruler as a symbol of authority 



scheme ...............a systematic plan or design; or, a secret plan 
scorched .............slightly burned on the surface; parched 
scribes ................professional copyists of manuscripts; writers 
sea-shore ...........land along the sea or ocean 
seamless ............without seam or line caused by sewing together 
sea-monster .......a monster of the sea 
seasoned ............flavored by herbs and spices; or, made useful by 

experience 
secluded .............set apart from others; screened from view 
sect ....................a group, party, or faction united by a specific doctrine
 secure ...............adjective: safe; free from danger; stable; certain 
 ...........................verb: to guard from danger or risk of loss; or, to obtain 
sees ....................perceives with the eye; or, understands; comprehends 
seize ...................to grasp suddenly and forcibly; to take into legal custody 
self-abasement . .humiliation of oneself, especially as a result of guilt or 

shame 
self-control .........control or restraint of oneself, one's actions, or ones 

feelings 
self-indulgence ...the act or state of indulging one's own desires and 

passions 
self-willed ...........the act or state of stubbornly pursuing one's own wishes 

and aims 
senseless ............without sense or meaning; foolish; or, unconscious 
sensuality ...........the sensual nature; unrestrained indulgence in sensual 

pleasure 
separated ...........transitive verb: took apart; divided; set apart 
 ...........................intransitive verb: were forced or kept apart; were divided
 ...........................adjective: detached; disconnected; consecrated 
separate .............verb (long "a" in last syllable): to divide; to sort 
 ...........................adjective (short "a" in last syllable): set apart; detached 
sermon ...............a religious discourse delivered in public severity
 ...........................harshness; sternness; rigor; rigid exactness 
sexual .................of or pertaining to sex; having sexual organs for 

reproduction 
shabby ...............threadbare; worn-out; seedy 
shackles .............metal fetters or manacles around a prisoner's wrists or 

ankles 



shamefully ..........characterized by shame, disgrace, dishonor, and 
humiliation 

sheared ..............removed by clipping with a sharp instrument 
shirt ....................a garment for the upper part of the body shrewdly with 

keen insight and discernment; astutely; cunningly 
shrieked .............cried out with a shrill screech 
signify .................to make known by signs, speech, or action; to denote 
signifying ............making known by signs, speech, or action 
similar ................alike though not identical; related in appearance or nature 
sincere ...............not feigned or affected; true; genuine; honest 
sinews ................tendons; the source of strength, power, and vigor 
single-hearted ....undivided in spirit; dedicated; without mixed emotions; 

sincere 
single-mindedness the state of being single-minded, having one aim or 

purpose 
sins .....................transgressions of God’s Way or moral law 
slandered ...........transitive verb: uttered defamatory statements about a 

person 
 ...........................intransitive verb: was the object of defamatory statements 
slanderer ............one who utters injurious, defamatory remarks about 

someone 
slanderous ..........of or pertaining to injurious, defamatory remarks about 

others 
slanderously .......talking or writing in such as manner as to defame and 

injure 
sonship ...............the state or fact of being a son 
sorcerer ..............a person supposed to cast spells through the aid of evil 

spirits 
sorrowful ............full of anguish and grief 
sounding ............emitting sound; measuring the depth of the sea with lead 

and line 
source ................a point of origin; one who supplies information 
sovereign ...........a supreme ruler; one who has absolute power and 

authority 
sown ...................scattered over the ground for growing a crop; strewn 
spacious .............containing much space; occupying much space; vast; 

roomy 
specify ................to state in detail; to mention specifically or definitely 



speck ..................a small bit or particle 
spectacle ............a large public performance or display; a marvel or curiosity
speculations .......conjectural considerations of various matters; theories; 

guesses 
speechless ..........unable to speak; lacking the faculty of speech 
spiritual ..............pertaining to or consisting of man’s spirit; response to 

God’s Will 
spiritually ...........relating to spiritual things or done by means of man’s will 

God’s Way 
splendid ..............brilliant; radiant; magnificent 
squads ................the smallest units of military personnel 
stationing ...........placing a soldier at a post of duty 
stature ................the natural height of a person standing in an upright 

position 
steadfastness .....the state of being steadfast, fixed, constant, and loyal 
stealth ................a secret, sly, clandestine, surreptitious procedure 
sternly ................in a firm, strict, uncompromising manner; severely; harshly
stewards .............those who manage another's property 
stewardship ........the office and responsibility of managing another's 

property 
stocks .................an instrument of punishment consisting of a framework 

with holes for securing the ankles, and sometimes the 
wrists, of prisoners 

Stoic ...................a member of the school of philosophy founded by Zeno c. 
300 B.C. 

stomach .............a large digestive organ in the abdomen; the belly 
stoop ..................to bend from the waist or middle of the back
storerooms .........rooms in which things are stored storm an atmospheric 

disturbance, often with wind, rain, and lightning 
straight ...............free from curves, bends, angles, or irregularities 
straining .............passing through a strainer; filtering; or, exerting all effort 
strengthened ......made stronger 
stretched ............lengthened, widened by pulling or distended by blowing up
stretcher .............a canvas-covered frame used to transport the sick or 

wounded 
strictly ................precisely; accurately; exactly; stringently 
strife ...................violent and bitter conflict; a struggle between rivals 



struggling ...........exerting energy; wrestling; strenuously contending or 
competing 

stubborn .............obstinate; unduly determined to exert one's own will; 
persistent

stupidity .............the state, quality, or fact of being mentally dull and foolish 
stupor .................a state of reduced sensibility; lethargy; mental confusion; 

daze 
subdued .............conquered; subjugated; quieted and brought under control 
subjection ...........the act of subjecting; the state of being under control 
sublime ...............exalted; lofty; awe-inspiring 
submerges .........puts under water 
submissive .........inclined or ready to submit; unresistingly or humbly 

obedient 
subsequent ........following in time or order; succeeding 
subsided .............sank to a lower level; abated 
successors ..........those who succeed or follow after others 
sucklings ............young, unweaned children
sufferings ...........the things suffered by a person or group of people 
summarized .......restated briefly, concisely, and in condensed form 
summit ...............top, highest point, especially of a mountain 
summoned .........called together; convened; sent for; ordered to appear in 

court 
superior ..............higher in rank, station, or authority; of a higher nature 
superscription ... .that which is written above or on something 
supplications ......humble prayers, entreaties, or petitions, often kneeling 
surnamed ...........given a special name related to a characteristic or 

achievement 
surplus ...............in excess of what is needed or required 
surroundings ......things around a person; circumstances; conditions; 

environment 
swaddling-cloths long, narrow strips of cloth for wrapping an infant 
swamped ............filled with water; caused to sink as in a swamp; or, 

overwhelmed 
swear ..................to make a solemn declaration or promise; to assert under 

oath 
swearing .............affirming earnestly and appealing to God for confirmation 
swept ..................cleaned or cleared as with a broom 
swiftly .................rapidly; moving with speed; quickly 



swindlers ............those who cheat or defraud others out of money or 
property 

sympathize .........to feel or express compassion; to share another's feelings 
sympathy ...........mutual understanding between two people; compassion 
synagogues ........buildings for Jewish worship and religious instruction 
tale-bearer .........a person who spreads gossip and destructive rumors 
tanner .................a person who tans hides 
tarnished ............transitive verb: dulled the luster; diminished the purity of 
 ...........................intransitive verb: grew dull or discolored; lost luster 
tarried ................delayed; lingered 
tassels ................dangling ornaments consisting of loose threads bound at 

one end 
tattlers ................those who reveal the secrets of others 
taunted ...............jeered or challenged mockingly 
temple ................a building dedicated to the worship or presence of a deity 
temptation .........something that tempts, entices, or allures 
tempted .............enticed to commit an unwise or immoral act 
Tempter .............one who tempts to evil; Satan; the devil 
tenant .................one who temporarily occupies property owned by another
terribly ................in a terrible manner; extremely 
territories ...........geographic areas under the rule of governmental 

authorities 
testimony ...........a declaration or affirmation of truth; the precepts of God 
tetrarch ..............one of four joint rulers in a province in the Roman empire 
thanksgiving .......an act of giving thanks; an expression of gratitude to God 
thefts ..................acts of stealing or larceny 
therefore ............consequently; hence; for that reason 
thistles ...............various prickly plants usually with purple flowers 
thorn-bush ..........a thorny shrub 
thoroughly ..........fully done; completely 
threshing ............beating with a flail to remove the grain or seeds from chaff
throughout .........everywhere; through every part of 
thunderous .........producing thunder or a loud noise like thunder 
tithe ....................a tenth part 
tolerate ...............permit; to allow without opposing or prohibiting 
topaz ..................a multi-colored mineral found with granite, valued as a 

gemstone 



torment ..............noun: great pain or anguish; a source of harassment 
 ...........................verb: to cause great pain or anguish; to agitate greatly 
tormentors .........those agitate and cause great pain or anguish
 toward ...............in the direction of; facing
tradition ..............any time-honored practice; an element of culture passed 

down
traitor .................one who betrays his country, a cause, or a trust 
trampled .............stepped on heavily, noisily, or crushingly 
trance .................a hypnotic or ecstatic state; a state of detachment from 

one's physical environment 
transferred .........conveyed or changed from one place to another 
transformed .......changed in form, appearance, or nature 
transgression .....violation of a law or command; sin 
translation ..........the rendering of something from one language to another 
treachery ............willful betrayal of a trust; treason 
treasures ............valuables such as jewels that have been accumulated or 

stored 
treasury ..............a place where wealth is kept or stored 
tribes ..................groups of people sharing a common ancestry, culture, and 

name 
tribute ................money paid by one ruler to another as a sign of submission
trickery ...............the use of crafty, underhanded tricks or ploys to deceive 
troublemaker ......one who habitually stirs up trouble 
trough ................a long, narrow receptacle holding food or water for animals
trumpet ..............a wind instrument consisting of a metal tube flared at one 

end 
trustee ................a person who controls and administers property for a 

beneficiary 
typhoon ..............a severe tropical hurricane in the western Pacific or China 

Sea 
unapproachable . not capable of being approached; unreachable; remote 
unbecomingly .....in an unbecoming, unseemly, inappropriate, unattractive 

manner 
unbelief ..............lack of religious belief; incredulity; skepticism
unblemished .......without flaw or disfigurement 
unchangeable .....immutable; incapable of being changed or altered 
uncleanness .......state of being foul, dirty, morally defiled, or unclean 
uncontrollable ....incapable of being controlled or governed 



unconvicted ........not found guilty of a crime or offense; unaware of one's 
sins 

undeniably .........in a manner that cannot be denied or refuted; 
unquestionably 

undergo ..............to experience; to be subjected to; to endure 
understanding ....the quality of comprehension; discernment; mental grasp 
unexpectedly .....in a surprising, unforeseen manner; without warning
unfading .............without loss of brightness, brilliance, or strength
unfailing .............not failing; not giving way; not falling short of expectation
unfastened .........separated from connecting parts
unhindered .........not held back; unhampered; not delayed or prevented
uninformed .........not informed, told, advised, notified, or apprised
unique……………………..none other like it or Him; most special, different than

all others

unitedly ..............in a united manner, joined together, combined as one
unjustly ..............unfairly; in a manner lacking in justice or fairness
unknowingly .......ignorantly; without knowing; without awareness
unnatural ............not natural; contrary to nature or the course of nature
unnoticed ...........not noticed; without getting attention or being observed
unoccupied .........not occupied; not dwelt in or lived in; or, not busy; 

unemployed
unpresentable ....unfit to be presented, given, displayed, or offered
unquenchable ... .incapable of being put out or extinguished
unreasonable .....not in accord with sound thinking; absurd; foolish; 

nonsensical
unreasoning .......not exercising reason; thoughtless; irrational
unregretted ........not regretted; not sorry; not distressed about
unruly .................difficult or impossible to govern; not submissive to rule
unsettled ............not fixed or stable; continuously moving; wavering or 

uncertain
unshakable .........incapable of being shaken, dislodged, caused to doubt or 

waver
unshrunken ........not shrunk, reduced in size, or caused to contract in 

washing
unstained ...........not stained or spotted; unsoiled; without blemish
unsuccessfully ....without success; without succeeding
unsuspecting ......not suspecting; not considered with suspicion
untraceable ........not capable of being traced; not attributable or ascribable



untrustworthy .....not deserving of trust or confidence; not dependable or 
reliable

unwilling .............not willing; reluctant; averse; opposed; loathe
unwillingly ..........in an unwilling, reluctant manner
upbuilding ..........building up by increasing, enlarging, or fortifying
uproar ................a tumult; a condition of confusion and noisy excitement
uprooted .............torn or removed from the ground; eradicated; destroyed 
utter ................... verb: to say; to express audibly
 ...........................adjective: complete; total; absolute
utterly ................in an utter manner; completely; totally; absolutely
varieties .............a number of different types of things; kinds; sorts 
various ...............of diverse kinds; several that are unlike or different
veil .....................anything that conceals, separates, or screens 
vengeance ..........retribution; retaliation for wrong or injury; getting even
verdict ................a conclusion or judgment
vindicate ............to clear of accusation or blame; to justify
violent ................displaying extreme emotional or physical force; severe; 

harsh 
virgin ..................a chaste, pure, unsoiled, unmarried woman
voluntary ............arising from one's own free will; acting by choice
vowed .................promised, pledged, or declared formally 
vultures ..............large black scavenger birds with naked heads and necks
wail .....................to grieve or lament with a high-pitched, mournful sound
wailed .................grieved, lamented, mourned, or protested audibly
wallowing ...........rolling the body about as in water, snow, or mud
wanton ...............immoral, lewd, or unchaste
wash ...................to cleanse, using water or other liquid, usually with soap 
watchings ...........times of waiting and watching expectantly and with 

anticipation
waterless ............devoid of water; dry
wearisome ..........causing physical or mental fatigue; tiresome; tedious
well-founded .......having a foundation in fact; based on good reasons and 

information
well-pleasing ...... very pleasing
whip ...................a flexible instrument such as a cord or thong used for 

whipping
whirlwind ............a small mass of air rotating rapidly around a vertical axis



white-washed .....coated with lime and water to cover up defects, faults, and
flaws

whoever .............anyone that; whatever person; no matter who
whose .................the possessive form of the relative pronoun "who"
wick ....................a cord of fibers that draws up oil or fuel to be burned
wickedness .........a quality or state of being evil or morally bad
widespread .........distributed over a wide region; occurring among many 

people
will…………………………..the conscience way of man; God’s Will is the 

sovereign, correct Way for man to reform his will to please 
Him in worship and service

willfully ...............deliberately; intentionally; stubbornly; obstinately
windstorm ..........a storm of heavy wind with little or no precipitation 
winepress ...........an apparatus used to press juice from grapes for making 

wine
wineskins ............vessels made of the skins of goats, used for holding wine 
winnowing ..........separating the chaff from the grain by means of a current 

of air
wishing ...............wanting, desiring, longing for something; expressing such 

desire
withered .............dried up or shriveled as from the loss of moisture
witnessing ..........seeing or hearing something; testifying as an eye-witness
wobbly ................shaky, unsteady
woe ....................deep sorrow; grief; misfortune; affliction; anguish; 

tribulation
womb .................the uterus of a female; a place where something is formed
wondering ..........feeling awe or admiration; feeling puzzled or curious
Word ...................a biblical name for Jesus as the eternal Son of God
word-battles .......verbal fights using words as weapons
workmanship ......the art, skill, or technique of a workman
wormwood ..........a bitter, aromatic herb
worshiped ...........reverently honored, praised, and paid homage to a divine 

being
worthless ............without value; useless
wove ...................interlaced the threads of the weft and warp on a loom
wrangle ..............to dispute angrily and noisily; to quarrel
wranglings ..........quarrels; angry disputes
wreaths ..............rings or circlets of flowers or leaves



wrongdoer ..........one who does wrong
wrongdoing ........behavior or action that is wrong, evil, or blameworthy 
yearning .............deep longing accompanied by tenderness or sadness 
yielded ...............surrendered; submitted 
yoke ...................a crossbar with two U-shaped pieces that encircle the 

necks of two draft animals, especially oxen 
yokefellow ..........an intimate associate; a work-partner
yourself ..............a form of the second person pronoun used reflexively


